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Introduction and Purpose

Series of 1929 National Bank Notes were printed at the Bureau of
Engraving and Printing.  However, three entirely different types of typographic
overprinting plates were used to apply the black bank information.  Most were sup-
plied by Barnhart Brothers & Spindler of Chicago, an outside contractor.  BBS
could not keep up with the demand for plates during the startup of the series in
1929, so the BEP contracted with the Government Printing Office to make interim
plates using forms supplied by the Bureau.  The Bureau made its own plates begin-
ning in 1930 to accommodate rush orders and later to cover unfulfilled orders when
the parent firm of BBS was caught up in bankruptcy proceedings.

The three classes are respectively called BBS, GPO and BEP plates.  The
notes printed from each can be distinguished.  Collectors have long recognized dif-
ferences but were unaware of the explanation.  For example, what commonly have
been called large signature overprints generally turn out to be production from
GPO plates.

The purpose of this article is to reveal why each of these classes of plates
came about, how they were made, when they were used and how to distinguish the
overprints printed from each.

Overprinting Plates

The Series of 1929 overprinting plates, regardless of who made them, came
in sets of six 1-subject plates designed to be used on flatbed cylinder presses.  The
cylinder carried and rolled the paper against the flat plates.  The generic intaglio
faces of the notes were designed so that the same overprinting plates could be used
to print all five of the Series of 1929 denominations.

The overprinting plates were typographic plates.  This means that a reverse
of the image to be printed stood in relief on them.  Ink was applied to the raised sur-
face, and then the paper was pressed against it to create the overprint.  Such plates
embossed the image into the paper.
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Printing Procedure

The printing of small size National Bank Notes progressed through the fol-
lowing stages:

1.  uniform intaglio backs printed on 12-subject flat plate presses;
2.  generic intaglio faces printed on 12-subject flat plate presses;
3.  sheets cut in half vertically;
4.  bank information overprinted in black on 6-subject flat bed cylinder      

presses;
5.  serial numbers and seals overprinted in brown on 6-subject typographi-

cal rotary presses;
6.  notes shipped to the Comptroller’s office in 6-subject uncut form.
The paper was wetted prior to the two intaglio printings in order for the

paper to better absorb the ink.  The black and brown overprints were applied when
the paper was dry.  Consequently the overprints, especially the black, often will wash
off or fade if you are foolish enough to wash a 1929 National.

Overprinting Plates Outsourced

The conversion to small size notes placed an enormous demand on the
Bureau of Engraving and Printing, both in terms of retooling and in manufacturing
the huge quantities of notes needed to replace the large size notes in circulation.  The
conversion to small size National Bank Notes was deferred to last among the type
notes because there was consideration in the Treasury Department about abolishing
National Bank Notes and also because the task was the most tedious.  It required
job-lot printings for the thousands of issuing banks in the country.  The crush of the
National Bank Note work compelled the BEP to outsource the manufacture of the
overprinting plates.

A major consideration for Bureau management was the durability of the
plates.  Electrotype plates were the industry standard at the time so conventional
electrotype plates were accorded serious consideration.  However, electrotype plates
were soft.

In March 1929, the Bureau solicited test samples and bids for the prepara-
tion of 43,002 overprinting plates (7,167 sets of 6 one-subject plates) from contrac-
tors across the country.  In addition, the BEP requested that the Government
Printing Office submit a set of six traditional 1-subject electrotype plates. (Hall, Mar
28, 1929)

Figure 1.  Barnhart Brothers &
Spindler of Chicago, a wholly
owned subsidiary of the American
Type Founders Corporation of Jersey
City, New Jersey, during the Series
of 1929 era, made logotype over-
printing plates that were used to
overprint the bank information on
most of the Series of 1929 National
Bank Notes.
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The bids were opened on April 1, 1929, with submissions of logotypes from
Barnhart Brothers & Spindler, and electrotypes from the American Electrotype
Company and the Potomac Electrotype Company. (Duncan, Apr 26, 1929)  A dozen
1-subject plates from the three bidders and the Government Printing Office were
mounted together on a press and 61,000 impressions were made. (Hall, Apr 18,
1929)  The test plates were then sent to the U. S. Bureau of Standards in order to
gauge wear and test the hardness of the samples.

Figure 2.  Test sheet from a printing of 61,000 impressions using sample overprinting plates provided by contractors to test the durability of
their plates.  AEC = American Electrotype Company, BB&S  = Barnhart Brothers & Spindler, PEC = Potomac Electrotype Company, GPO =
Government Printing Office.  (From BEP, 1929a) 
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The choice of the winning contractor did not turn on cost, but rather on the

durability of their product. (Hall, May 10, 1929)  Testing by the Bureau of
Standards revealed that cast logotype plates supplied by Barnhart Brothers &
Spindler of Chicago were three to four times harder than standard electrotype plates
and that they exhibited superior wearing properties. (Burgess, Apr 29, 1929) Hall
was determined to accept the BBS bid even though their logotypes were bid in at
$29.75 per set of six, compared with low bids of $7 per set for electrotypes. (Hall,
Apr 4, 1929)

The story of Barnhart Brothers & Spindler is central to understanding the
overprinting varieties found on Series of 1929 National Bank Notes.  The firm origi-
nated in Chicago in 1868 as The Great Western Type Foundry.  It became Barnhart
Brothers & Spindler shortly after and was acquired by the American Type Founders
Company of Jersey City, New Jersey, in 1911.  It was allowed to retain its corporate
name for 20 years due to brand recognition and reputation. (myfonts.com) Thus, in
1929, BBS was operating as a wholly-owned subsidiary of American Type Founders
Company with headquarters in Chicago.  The subsidiary was used as a front for bid-
ding on the logotype contract.

The Barnhart Brothers & Spindler name faded away in 1931 so, from then
on, the logotype contract was handled by the American Type Founders Company.
The logotypes made after BBS lost its identity look identical to those before, so all
are referred to here as BBS plates.  This avoids another cumbersome acronym as well
as the unwarranted creation of an artificial variety.

Acting Secretary of the Treasury Henry H. Bond transmitted the bids
received for the overprinting plates to the Comptroller General at the General
Accounting Office for his approval on May 11, because the Treasury Department
wanted to accept the high bid from BBS. (Bond, May 11, 1929) Approval arrived
May 20, and the first order was placed with BBS within a day or two. (Hall, May 23,
1929) The contract called for 100 sets of plates per day, more if possible.

The plan was to begin overprinting small size Nationals early in June 1929.
It was the goal of Bureau Director Alvin W. Hall to ramp production up to 50 banks
per day with average daily output consuming 35,000 12-subject sheets of feed stock
by July 15th. (Hall, May 23, 1929) This would complete the production for all the
banks by mid-October.

The BBS representative advised on May 29 that they anticipated delivering
25 sets of logotypes per day beginning June 8, 50 per day June 15, and 100 per day
June 22. (Hall, May 29, 1929) Express shipments of logotypes actually began June
14th or 15th following delays while BBS overcame startup problems.  The Bureau
ordered a total of 6,200 sets by June 30, 1929. (Hall, 1929, p. 7)

The first shipment of Series of 1929 notes was sent to the Comptroller of
the Currency on June 22nd.  The new notes were being overprinted in charter num-
ber order, provided the bankers had submitted their signatures in a timely fashion.

Manufacturers

Three distinct types of overprinting plates were used to print the bank
information on the Series of 1929 Nationals:  (1) logotype plates made by Barnhart
Brothers & Spindler of Chicago from 1929 to 1935, (2) interim electrotype plates
made jointly by the Bureau of Engraving and Printing and the Government Printing
Office between August and October 1929, and (3) copper plates made by the Bureau
of Engraving and Printing from February 1930 to 1935.  These are respectively
referred to as BBS, GPO and BEP plates.

The BBS logotypes were the plates of choice, and did the heavy lifting dur-
ing the production of the Series of 1929.  There were two primary reasons that all the
notes in the series weren’t made from them.  Barnhart Brothers & Spindler couldn’t
keep up with the initial orders for logotypes in 1929.  Next, the American Type
Founders Company, the parent of BBS, began to founder in 1931, and went into
bankruptcy in 1933.  As a result, serious delivery problems developed as the compa-
ny went through the fitful throes of failing and reorganizing.
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BBS Falls Behind

BBS experienced great difficulties meeting their delivery obligations from
the outset.  The production schedule was falling behind by mid-July, causing conster-
nation at the Comptroller of the Currency’s office, and the problem was getting pro-
gressively more serious as the days passed.  On July 26, Acting Comptroller F. G.
Awalt wrote Secretary of the Treasury Mills “to date there has been new currency
received for only about 340 banks, a period of 27 working days.  The proofs received
from the logotype plates to date have not exceeded 50 a week.” (Awalt, Jul 26, 1929)

The contractor was behind by 1,100 sets on August 2nd, so the Bureau was
seriously behind on deliveries to the Comptroller’s office.  At the suggestion of
Acting Comptroller Awalt, Director Hall dispatched a representative to Chicago to
size up the difficulties and to prod production along. (Hall, Aug 1, 1929)  The
Bureau resorted to printing additional Series of 1902 sheets as needed for banks
where the Comptroller was running out and for newly chartered banks.  The last
shipment of Series of 1902 sheets was delivered August 17th.

By August 8th, BEP Director Hall concluded that the delays in the delivery
of BBS logotypes had reached crisis proportions, so he moved to create an immediate
source for supplemental plates to cover BBS deficiencies.  The plan he settled upon
was to fabricate plates jointly with the Government Printing Office.  Engaging the
services of the GPO made sense because the GPO already was routinely supplying the
BEP with other electrotype plates used to overprint precancelled stamps, bonds, etc.
BEP personnel already were experimenting with their own electrolytic etched forms
for the bank signatures.

Hall’s original schedule called for the overprinting of notes for 50 banks per
day.  He now was going to engage two shifts per day in the surface printing division
and ramp production up to at least 75 banks per day.  He had to temporarily expand
the bureau workforce by recalling retired and furloughed workers to meet the chal-
lenge.

Hall advised in his weekly report:
An electrotype plate was ordered from the Government Printing

Office, and was put to press yesterday.  . . .  in the making of logotypes it
is only necessary for us to send a title sheet and signatures to the contrac-
tor in Chicago.  If electrotypes are furnished by the Government Printing
Office, it becomes necessary for us to set up type in this bureau and send
it to the Government Printing Office, where it is used in making the elec-
trotypes.  It is a very slow process, and would require an enormous
amount of composing work. (Hall, Aug 8, 1929)

Hall described the beginning of the effort in his August 22 weekly report:
On Monday, August 26, we expect to make the first delivery of

National Bank currency printed from type set up in the Surface Printing
Division.   We have engaged six temporary compositors and one tempo-
rary negative cutter to accommodate this work.  The photo-litho section
is working overtime each night until 10 and 11 o’clock.  In the Engraving
Division machine shop, where the signatures are mounted, we are work-
ing two 12-hour shifts.  Within a short time, [our output] added to the
number of logotypes we are now receiving will make approximately sev-
enty-five banks a day.  This is the capacity of the Surface Printing
Division running two 8-hour shifts. (Hall, Aug 22, 1929)

The first three sets of GPO overprinting plates were finished August 26,
1929.  They were made from then until October 16th, when the 1,375th set was
delivered (BEP, Aug-Nov, 1929).  They were employed as a stopgap measure as the
Bureau awaited backlogged deliveries of BBS logotypes.

BEP Director Hall stated in his annual report that 1,376 such plates had
been made. (Hall, 1930, p. 18)  The extra plate in Hall’s count was a plate he ordered
from the Government Printing Office for The First National Bank of the City of New
York, charter #29.  That plate was tested on a press on August 8 for comparison pur-



poses, but no notes were issued that were overprinted from it.
GPO plates were made for just under 20 percent of the banks that ultimately

issued 1929 notes.  They were used only for the first press run for the impacted banks.
Succeeding printings were made using BBS logotypes once they became available.

Clearly the inability of BBS to supply logotypes in a timely manner caused
Hall to make major adjustments to meet his own deadlines, which greatly added to the
expense of the undertaking.  The situation was particularly ironic because Hall, who
was sold on the superiority of the logotypes from the outset, had pushed hard to see
that BBS got the contract.

Hall’s struggles to meet his delivery obligations to the Comptroller were
daunting.  He had to cobble together a huge sustained joint effort between the BEP and
Government Printing Office to produce overprinting plates to cover BBS shortfalls
immediately upon sensing that delivery shortfalls were becoming serious.  That effort
alone would require the unexpected manufacture of stopgap overprinting plates for a
quarter of the existing National Banks.  He had to continue production of Series of
1902 notes for two months after the overprinting of Series of 1929 began in order to
cover delays in small note deliveries.  Once the backlogged overprinting plates became
available, he had to ramp production up in the surface printing division to match the
supply.  All of these adjustments required significant increases in his work force, con-
tinuous operation of night shifts and burning through unplanned budgets.  The Series
of 1929 was not his only concern.  He also was juggling the enormous production dead-
lines associated with supplying small size type notes for the July 10th initial release
date.

The trials that Hall faced did not go unnoticed.  The Assistant Chief of the
claims division of the General Accounting Office inquired on November 1 whether
“damages accrued to the United States on account of the failure of the claimant to
make deliveries within the time specified by the contract.” (General Accounting Office,
Nov. 1, 1929)  Of course, the damages were substantial, but Hall, demonstrating grace
and an ability to quickly put problems behind him, replied that BBS would meet their
delivery obligations as measured by the delivery of all the required logotypes by the
time the contract period expired November 16th.  The General Accounting Office paid
the contractor and the matter was dropped.

In-House BEP Plates

BEP personnel began making their own overprinting plates in January 1930,
but now without the aid of the Government Printing Office.  The BEP plates came in
sets of six 1-subject plates.  They were used for rush orders, or to supplement produc-
tion of logotypes by Barnhart Brothers & Spindler when the parent American Type
Founders Company was in serious financial difficulty.  The BEP plates were made peri-
odically through March 1935.

Their use is explained in an exchange of letters between Deputy Comptroller
Awalt and BEP Director A. W. Hall.  On December 10, 1929, Awalt asked how long it
took to produce notes for new banks or banks taking out currency for the first time.
Hall’s response four days later was as follows.

In the event a new bank or one taking out currency for the first time
is in urgent need of currency, deliveries can be started within seven to ten
days after receipt of the bank officers’ signatures and other necessary infor-
mation.  The overprinting in this instance would be done from type set-up,
and signatures made, by this bureau.

If the order is not urgent, and delivery can be withheld until the logo-
type plates are received, it will require about thirty days, after receipt of the
necessary data, to make the first delivery. (Hall, Dec 14, 1929)

The special circumstances that led to their production are as follows.
(1) Some were made for new banks where the Comptroller simply desired that

the order be expedited.
(2) Many were made for bankers who did not take out circulation at the out-
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Month plates were billed
1 PA Philadelphia The First National Bank of Nov 1931

452 NJ Freehold The First National Bank of Feb 1932
963 NY Troy The Union National Bank of Mar 1931

1027 NY Lyons The Lyons National Bank Mar 1932, p Jun 1934
1335 NY Amsterdam The Farmers National Bank of Feb 1932
1816 IL Rockford The Rockford National Bank Dec 1931
2076 NJ Dover The National Union Bank of Dec 1934
3312 NY Gloversville The Fulton County National Bank and Trust Company of Nov 1931
4887 PA Reading The Reading National Bank and Trust Company May 1931
8574 OR Tillamook The First National Bank of Nov 1931, dup May 1933, c Aug 8, 1934
8645 TX Houston The Second National Bank of May 1931, p Jun 1932 
8813 MN Appleton The First National Bank of Nov 1931
9652 UT Salt Lake City The National Copper Bank of Apr 1930

Security National Bank of (4/10/31) t&p May 1931
10171 IN East Chicago The Indiana Harbor National Bank of Nov 1931

(plate made for wrong charter, not used)
10209 OK Hennessey The Farmers and Merchants National Bank of Jan 1932
10345 OR Eugene The United States National Bank of Jun 1931
10357 CA Bakersfield First National Bank in Dec 1931
10583 TN Erwin Erwin National Bank May 1931
10911 IL Ava The First National Bank of Mar 1932
10923 NY Walden The First National Bank and Trust Company of Sep 1931
10948 NY Croghan The Croghan National Bank Aug 1931
11036 MT Wolf Point The First National Bank of Jun 1931
11177 KS Beaver The Farmers National Bank of Oct 1934
11207 MD Baltimore National Central Bank of May 1931
11212 MN Hastings The Hastings National Bank Dec 1931, p Aug 8, 1934
11305 MI Wakefield The First National Bank of Apr 1931
11327 CA Bakersfield First National Bank in Nov 1931

(plate made for wrong charter, changed to 10357)
11378 ND Napoleon The First National Bank of Dec 1931, c&p Mar 1934
11397 OK Tonkawa The First National Bank in Dec 1934
11658 NJ Beach Haven Beach Haven National Bank and Trust Company Dec 1931, 

p&c Feb 1935
11687 MN Farmington The First National Bank of Dec 1931, c May 1934
11735 IA Rake The Farmers First National Bank of Jul 1931
11766 AL Fairfield The Fairfield American National Bank Dec 1931
11784 NV Eureka The Farmers and Merchants National Bank of Mar 1931

Table 1.  List of sets of Series of 1929 overprinting plates made by the Bureau of Engraving and Printing inclusively from 
January 1930 to 1935.  These involve 108 banks, 112 titles, and 152 different sets of plates.  Data from BEP (1929-1935).

Explanation for Dates: First BEP plates for               Additional BEP plates         Total No. BEP
first entry is for first set of banks by year: for banks by year:               plates by year:
plates made for bank
successive sets: 1930 5 1930 0 1930 5

c = change of cashier 1931 76 1931 2 1931 78
p = change of president 1932 15 1932 6 1932 21
t = change of title 1933 0 1933 17 1933 17
dup = identical to former 1934 12 1934 16 1934 28
(  ) = title change date 1935 0 1935 3 1935 3

108 44 152
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12061 CA Monterey Park The First National Bank of Sep 1931
12545 CA Los Angeles The Seaboard National Bank of Nov 1931, p Sep 1933
12599 VA Wytheville Wythe County National Bank of Dec 1931
12663 NJ Hawthorne The First National Bank of Oct 1931
12690 NJ Clifton The Clifton National Bank Dec 1931
12788 NY Patchogue The Peoples National Bank of Jun 1931
12941 MN Mahnomen First National Bank in Jun 1931
13030 PA Elkins Park The Elkins Park National Bank Sep 1931
13039 NJ Trenton The Security National Bank of Nov 1931
13057 WA Gig Harbor The First National Bank of Dec 1931
13075 MN Detroit Lakes Becker County National Bank of Aug 1931
13098 CO Denver The National City Bank of Dec 1931, c Feb 1933
13103 TN Nashville Third National Bank in May 1932, p Feb 1935
13150 OH Jewett The First National Bank of Aug 1930
13151 PA Lansdowne The National Bank of Apr 1932
13215 NJ Point Pleasant Beach  Point Pleasant Beach National Bank and Trust Company Aug 1930
13216 IL Chicago Straus National Bank and Trust Company of May 1931

American National Bank and Trust Company of t Jan 1933, c&vice 
p Jan 1934, p Jun 1934

13219 NY Buffalo The Lincoln National Bank of Aug 1930
13231 WV Point Pleasant Citizens National Bank of Nov 1931

13270 was first charter granted in 1929
13296 NY New York The National Bank of Queens County in Oct 1931

Flushing National Bank in (8/11/33) t Sep 1933
13321 IA Des Moines Central National Bank and Trust Company of Nov 1931
13330 NY Rochester The First National Bank and Trust Company of Nov 1931, p Sep 1933
13335 CA San Marino The San Marino National Bank Aug 1931
13368 CA Vallejo Mechanics and Merchants National Bank of Nov 1931
13375 CA Pacific Grove The First National Bank of Jun 1931, p May 1934
13380 CA Salinas The Salinas National Bank Sep 1931, p Dec 1932
13385 ND Valley City The American National Bank and Trust Company of Dec 1931, 

p Dec 1933
The American National Bank of (7/23/34) t Aug 20, 1934

13388 FL De Land The Barnett National Bank at May 1932
13394 MA Spencer Spencer National Bank Feb 1930
13406 KS Liberal The Peoples National Bank of Dec 1931, c Aug 1933, c Nov 1934
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13413 was first charter granted in 1930
13441 NY Buffalo The Niagara National Bank of May 1931, p Oct 1933
13443 TX Henderson Citizens National Bank of Mar 1931, p May 1934
13457 OH Defiance The National Bank of Mar 1931
13460 SD Britton First National Bank in Dec 1931, c Oct 1934
13482 TN Greeneville The Citizens National Bank of May 1931
13483 SD Chamberlain The First National Bank and Trust Company of Dec 1931, c&p Oct 1933
13487 WI Phillips First National Bank in Oct 1931, c May 1933
13493 NY Odessa The First National Bank of Dec 1931
13501 ND Garrison First National Bank in Mar 1931
13505 WV Gary Gary National Bank Apr 1931
13509 WV Charleston The National Bank of Commerce of Feb 1931, c&p May 1932
13510 CA Hollister The Hollister National Bank Aug 1931, p Mar 1933, p May 1934
13512 WV Welch McDowell County National Bank in May 1931, p Jul 1931
13513 MI Manistique The First National Bank in Mar 1931, c&p Jul 1933

13517 was first charter granted in 1931
13523 NC Lenoir The Union National Bank of Mar 1931
13525 IL Smithton The First National Bank of Nov 1931, c Aug 1932
13526 TX Hamphill First National Bank in Apr 1931
13527 OK Pawhuska The Citizens First National Bank of Feb 1932, p Oct 1934
13530 NJ Haddon Heights The First National Bank of Dec 1931
13531 IN East Chicago The First National Bank in Jan 1932, p Apr 1934
13537 NJ Kearny Kearny National Bank Sep 1931, c Dec 1932, c&p Mar 1935
13539 TN Knoxville The Hamilton National Bank May 1931, c Jul 1933
13540 NJ Linden Linden National Bank Nov 1931
13548 NY Plattsburg Merchants National Bank in Jul 1931, c Jan 1933
13555 TX Blooming Grove The First National Bank in Sep 1931
13558 MA Reading The First National Bank in Aug 1931, c Mar 1932
13561 MN Madison The Klein National Bank of Aug 1931
13562 TX Colorado Colorado National Bank in Sep 1931
13563 NY Sidney First National Bank in Aug 1931
13572 TX Pearsall The Pearsall National Bank in Nov 1931
13585 PA Charleroi The National Bank of Charleroi and Trust Company May 1932

13587 was first charter granted in 1932
13589 SD Viborg The Security National Bank of May 1932, c&p Oct 1933
13601 KS Alma First National Bank in Jun 1932, c Oct 1934
13612 KY Harrodsburg Mercer County National Bank of Jun 1932
13616 WI Oconomowoc Oconomowoc National Bank Jun 1932, c Aug 1933

13655 was first charter granted in 1933
13921 was first charter granted in 1934

14025 NY Oxford The National Bank of Nov 1934
14169 PA Sykesville First National Bank in Nov 1934
14201 PA Delta The Delta National Bank Nov 1934
14211 SC Spartanburg The Commercial National Bank of Nov 1934
14219 PA Erie The National Bank and Trust Company of Dec 1934
14250 PA Hamburg The National Bank of Dec 1934
14258 IN Linton Citizens’ National Bank of Oct 1934
14295 WV Wellsburg Wellsburg National Bank Dec 1934
14302 TX Cotulla Stockmens National Bank in Dec 1934

14318 was first charter granted in 1935
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set of the Series of 1929 era because they had sold their bonds to the Federal
Reserve system.  The Comptroller’s office expedited their orders when they bought
new bonds.  A good example is The First National Bank of Philadelphia, charter #1.
The Philadelphia bankers first ordered Series of 1929 notes in November 1931, so
the expedited order for their plates was carried out by the BEP.

(3)  The BEP produced the majority of plates made during the period
February 1931-June 1932 when the American Type Founders Company was
foundering.  A second spike in BEP plate production occurred during October-
December 1934, when ATF was in the midst of reorganization.

All sets of BEP plates, except those for Spencer, Massachusetts (#13394),
which were the first, are clearly labeled as being made at the BEP in a billing ledger
for Series of 1929 overprinting plates. (BEP, 1929-1935) 152 sets of such plates
were made for 108 different banks and all are listed on Table 1.

The BEP plates were used until they became obsolete.  If for any reason
successive sets of plates were required for the bank, they also were made by the BEP.
There was one exception.  The second set of plates for Spencer, Massachusetts
(#13394), with a new president, was made by BBS.

Plate Manufacture

The request for bids to make the 1929 overprinting plates specified that
they were to come in the form of sets of six 1-subject plates.

BBS Logotype Plates

The manufacture of the BBS logotypes differed radically from that of tradi-
tional electrotype plates.  Machine-produced type from a Linotype machine was
used to compose the title block.  The charter numbers appear to have been hand set
from type.  A print was made from the composition and photographed using posi-
tive film.  Similarly, positive film was used to photograph and size the bank signa-
tures.  The positives of the typeset work and signatures were spliced together to cre-
ate a composite of the entire overprint.

That film composition was used to make a photomechanical mold of the
overprint, probably through a photo etching process.  In such a process, the positive
film was laid over a steel blank (Hall, May 10, 1929, p. 2) coated with light sensitive
emulsion and ultraviolet light was passed through it to fix the emulsion.  Notice
that it was the background that was exposed on the blank and fixed, not the bank
information and signatures.  Consequently, when the unfixed emulsion was washed
off, the items to be printed were unprotected.  The blank was placed in an acid bath
where the unprotected items to be printed were etched into its surface, creating a 3-
dimensional right-reading image of the overprint.

This steel object was used as a mold, or in printing parlance a matrix, over
which was poured a proprietary molten alloy that created an exceptionally hard
reverse-reading cast of the image. (Duncan, Mar 28, 1932)  The image stood in
relief on the surface of the cast.  Six identical replicates were made from the mold,
which when dressed were 0.052 inches in thickness and beveled to a 20 degree angle
on all four sides. (Hall, 1929, p. 21) These 1-subject objects were called logotypes.

Any change that affected the overprint, such as a new title or signature,
necessitated production of a new set of logotypes.  The same was true if a bank was
reorganized under a new charter number.  Often usable parts of the film positives
used to make the previous logotype were recycled.

It was unusual for logotypes to wear out.  Consequently, only a few dupli-
cate sets were required, and those only for giant issuers.  For example, the Bank of
America National Trust and Savings Association, San Francisco (#13044), which
had the largest type 2 issuance in the country, required only one replacement set of
logotypes each year during 1933-5.
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GPO Plates

The Series of 1929 notes printed from the stopgap GPO plates made in
1929 have been a major curiosity among collectors.  Early on collectors started find-
ing pairs of notes with identical signatures and bank titles, but different title block
layouts.  In many cases the earlier note in the pair had larger signatures.  They were
overprinted from the GPO plates and commonly were called large-signature notes.

The task of making the stopgap GPO plates was split between the Bureau of
Engraving and Printing and the Government Printing Office.  The exact details of
who did what and how the plates were made are not fully articulated in surviving
documents available to us.  Certain facts are clear, others vague.

The Bureau Surface Printing Division prepared the title blocks using
machine-produced lines of type made with Linotype machines.  The charter num-
bers most likely were made using hand-set type.  The Bureau also prepared pairs of
high-etched zinc facsimiles of the bank signatures and mounted them on wooden
blocks. (BEP, 1929b) The images on all of these elements were left-reading and
stood in relief.  It appears that they were assembled and locked into a specially con-
structed form at the BEP.  Notice that if the raised image on the elements in the
form was inked, it would produce the desired overprint on paper pressed against it.

The form was sent to the Government Printing Office, where six molds
were made from it.  The molds were wax that was pressed over the forms. (Hall, May
10, 1929, p. 2) When separated, the wax mold carried a right-reading impression of
the overprint where the image was sunken into the surface of the wax.  The mold was
submerged in an electrolytic bath where a thin shell of zinc was electrochemically
deposited over its surface.  Of course, the shell also was a right-reading object with
the image sunken into its surface.  Lead was poured into the shell, creating a one-
piece replica of the form provided by the BEP.  When dressed, this zinc-faced lead-
backed object was the desired left-reading one-subject plate where the image to be
printed stood on its surface.  Six copies were made from the six molds.

What is strange about the GPO overprints is that the placement of the sig-
natures, charter numbers and individual lines of characters in the bank title shift
slightly relative to each other between the subjects on the sheets.  This phenomenon
can be observed readily if adjacent pairs of notes on the same sheet are viewed
together through a stereoscope.  The slight differences in placements create a dra-
matic 3-dimensional effect where the various elements on the overprint appear to
stand at different elevations and tilt relative to each other when so viewed.

Revealing, however, is the fact each line of like characters on all six subjects
is identical.  Although the lines shift a bit, the characters that made up the line were
immobile.  The explanation is that characters were made one line at a time using a
Linotype machine.  The machine put all the characters in the line on a single slug of
metal so they were immobile.

The following is necessarily speculative.  The process of molding the wax six
times over the form supplied by the Bureau involved using a hydraulic press to
squeeze the wax onto its surface.  This loading appears to have caused the individual
elements in the form to shift slightly.  Consequently there were slight variations in
the placement of the elements in the six molds used to make the six plates, thus pro-
ducing the observed variations.

Clearly, the reason the GPO plates were phased out was not an issue of the
quality of the layout of the bank information on them, or the quality of the printed
image from them.  Both were superior.  The overriding factor was their durability.
The GPO plates were far softer than the BBS logotypes.  The size of the signatures
certainly was not the issue as speculated by many collectors.  If size had been a prob-
lem, BEP personnel would have reduced the size long before making the full com-
plement of such signatures!
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BEP Plates

The BEP plates made from 1930 through 1935 were made of copper, which
was electrolytically etched with the image to be printed, and finished with an elec-
trolytic coating of chromium to improve their wearing properties. (Duncan, Mar 28,
1932)

Personnel at the BEP also experimented with electrolytic etching of other
metals including steel and beryllium, which is even harder. (Division Heads, 1932, p.
6 & 1935, p. 6) However, those metals weren’t employed before the 1929 series was
discontinued.

The process of etching one of the BEP copper plates will be described.  The
same technique was employed to make the zinc etchings of the signature elements
used to make the GPO plates.

A high-etched BEP plate began as a highly polished sheet of copper measur-
ing 0.153 inches thick (Division Heads, 1932, p. 6) upon which was applied a thin
light-sensitive emulsion.  A photographic negative of the overprint was placed over
the plate and subjected to strong ultraviolet light.  The light passing through the neg-
ative caused the exposed parts of the emulsion on the underlying plate to become
sensitized, and thus fixed on its surface.  The unexposed emulsion was then washed
away with water and solvent.  An acid-resistant topping powder was applied to the
surface that adhered to the sensitized emulsion and was baked on to harden it.

Next, the plate was submerged in nitric acid.  A positive electrode was
attached to the submerged plate, and a negative cathode was placed in the acid bath.
The uncoated surfaces of the plate were etched away when a direct current was
applied across the electrodes.  The etching was accomplished because the positively
charged metal atoms on the uncoated surfaces of the plate ionized and dissolved into
the acid bath where they moved toward the cathode.  This left the coated image
standing in relief on the plate.  The surface of the plate was then cleaned with lye to
remove the protective coating.

By reversing the polarity, and submerging the plate in a chromium bath, a
thin but hard chromium coating was electroplated onto the surface of the plate to
improve its wearing properties.  Such coatings were used on the BEP copper plates
made between 1930 and 1935; however, the softer zinc signature forms made for the
GPO plates were not chrome plated because they only were going to be used to make
wax molds. 

Six replicates were prepared, each from the same negative, so there was no
variation between the printed subjects on a sheet.  The 1-subject plates were dressed
to size.

Recycling of Negatives

Photographic film positives were central to the production of BBS logotypes
and film negatives were critical to the production of the BEP copper plates and zinc
signature elements made by the BEP for the GPO plates.  We find that the usable
parts of those films commonly were reused when new plates were required. 

The division of labor was such that beginning in April 1930, whoever made
the first set of plates for a bank also made all successive sets required for that bank.
This was an efficiency that allowed the BEP and BBS to recycle the usable parts of
their films in-house.

The existence of identical signatures on a few GPO and BBS overprints from
the same bank indicate that negative sharing occasionally may have occurred
between Chicago and Washington as well.

Overprint Fonts

As shown on Figure 3, several different fonts were used to lay out the title
blocks on Series of 1929 nationals.  Examples of special characters and punctuation
are illustrated on Figure 4. The different fonts will prove to be very useful as we
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BBS: Barnhart Brothers & Spindler plates (1929-1935).
GPO: Government Printing Office plates (August-October, 1929)
BEP: Bureau of Engraving and Printing plates (February 1930-March 1935). 

Figure 3.  Fonts used to overprint bank titles on Series of 1929 notes.  Font names from American Type Founders Company (1917, 1923) and
Barnhart Brothers & Spindler (1925). 
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Figure 4.  Punctuation m
arks and special sym

bols found on Series of 1929 notes.
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attempt to identify who manufactured the overprinting plates because some were used
exclusively by the Bureau of Engraving and Printing whereas others were used solely by
Barnhart Brothers & Spindler.  

All the fonts were produced by the American Type Founders Company or its
Barnhart Brothers & Spindler subsidiary.  The font names and sizes on Figures 3 and 4
are taken from font catalogs published by American Type Founders Company (1917,
1923) and Barnhart Brothers & Spindler (1925).  Figure 5 illustrates the distinction
between the American and Gothic fonts. 

Manufacturers specified the sizes of their type in points, where 72 points = 1
inch.  That size referred to the height of the slugs that held individual letters, not the
heights of the printed letters.  See Figure 6. Consequently, the slug was larger than the
letters.  The difference kept letters in adjacent lines from touching each other.

The entries on Figures 3 and 4 are reproduced actual size so you can make
direct comparisons to your notes.  Slight differences may occur because of variations in
forming the letters during plate making, plate wear, plate pressures and deformation of
the paper.

The font used for the charter numbers was 14-point Pastel Bold.  The Pastel
font utilized serifs which are particularly noticeable on the numbers 1, 2, 4, 5 and 7

Figure 5.  Distinctive character of
the American and Gothic fonts
used to overprint bank titles on
Series of 1929 notes.

Figure 6.  A slug of type containing a
letter.  Notice that the height of the
slug is greater than the height of the let-
ter.  The size of the type is a measure
of the height of the slug, not the height
of the letter.
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when well formed.  As shown on Figure 7, the serifs generally are missing or blunted
on notes printed from BBS logotypes, whereas they are crisp on notes from GPO
and BEP plates.

Layouts

Tracking and leading are two concepts in typesetting that help determine
who made certain Series of 1929 overprinting plates.

The spacing between letters is called tracking.  Wide tracking refers to let-
ters that are separated from each other by wide spaces, whereas the converse is nar-
row tracking.  The Ava, Illinois (#10911), note shown on Figure 8 exhibits unusual-
ly wide tracking within the town name.  As expected, tracking within town names
varies on 1929 notes; however, it appears that the town names on all BBS overprints
always were made with normal or narrow tracking.  Some towns that were typeset at
the Bureau of Engraving and Printing exhibit wide tracking.  Consequently when
notes are encountered with wide tracking, it is safe to assume that the overprint was
from either a GPO or BEP plate. 

Leading, pronounced the same as the metal, refers to the separation
between successive lines of type.  The Baltimore and Smithton examples shown on
Figure 9 exhibit radically different leading, with the Smithton having minimal sepa-
rations between all the elements in the title block.  BBS overprints uniformly exhib-
it spacious leading between every line, whereas leading was variable on BEP plates.
Narrow leading is found only on BEP plates.

Figure 7.  The top charter number is
from a GPO plate, the bottom from a
BBS logotype.  Notice that the serifs
are well formed on the GPO print,
whereas they appear blunted or miss-
ing on the BBS print.  This contrast is
the only characteristic that will allow
you to identify who made some plates.

Figure 8.  The letters in Ava are sepa-
rated by unusually wide spaces, a
phenomenon called wide tracking.

Figure 9.  Leading refers to the separa-
tion between successive lines of type.
Both of these examples are from BEP
plates, however, the Smithton exhibits
minimal leading between all the lines
of type in the title block, which is
unusual.
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BBS layouts are remarkably homogenous.  They are characterized by:  (1)
normal tracking within bank names; (2) normal or narrow tracking within the town
names; (3) open leading between all lines of type in the title block; (4) bank names
set in American fonts; and (5) towns set in Caslon fonts.

In contrast, the Bureau title blocks exhibit both variable tracking and lead-
ing, plus the occasional use of exotic fonts for both bank and town names.  Clearly
the Bureau typesetters had more latitude in laying out title blocks than did the BBS
employees.  Consequently, if a layout looks decidedly unusual or different, one
should suspect that it was made from a GPO or BEP plate.

How to Identify Plate Manufacturers from Overprints

Use the stepwise procedure on Table 2 to determine who manufactured the
plate used to print the overprint on any Series of 1929 national bank note.

Table 2. Work stepwise down this list in order to determine which plate manufacturer made the plate used to overprint the
bank information on any Series of 1929 national bank note.

1. Overprint is BEP if bank is listed on Table 1.

2. Overprint is BEP if bank is 12 pt Gothic Condensed No. 529.

3. Overprint is BEP if:
a. charter number is greater than 13375,
b. charter numbers are crisp and sharp, and the numbers 1, 2, 4, 5 and 7 exhibit well-defined serifs, and

c. bank is 12-pt American Very Condensed with tightly packed letters.

4. Overprint is GPO if any one of the following four conditions is met:
a. charter numbers are crisp and sharp, and the numbers 1, 2, 4, 5 and 7 exhibit well-defined serifs,

b. left charter number is unusually low,
c. bank is Pastel Series Bold Condensed,

d. town is Gothic Bold Condensed,

e. bank is 12-pt American Very Condensed with tightly packed letters,
town is 11- or 12-pt Caslon Shaded Bold, state is 6-pt Pastel Series
Bold, letters appear crisp and sharp, bank is 1 or 2 lines, and
overprint appears darker than usual.

5. All other overprints are BBS.
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GPO Overprints

The GPO overprints comprise a significant variety so they deserve special
attention.  The key to unequivocally identifying them is that the charter numbers on
them exhibit well-formed serifs.  The serifs also are well formed on BEP overprints,
but it is easy to distinguish them because all are listed on Table 1.

The GPO overprints have a darker appearance than either the BBS or BEP
overprints.  Often this is a giveaway, especially on high grade notes.

Typically, but not always, one or both of the signatures is considerably larger

Figure 10.  The overprinted bank
signatures on many GPO plates
(top) were larger than on the BBS
logotypes (bottom), so early genera-
tions of collectors commonly called
the GPO overprints the large-signa-
ture variety.  This example is from
The American Exchange National
Bank of St. Louis, Missouri, charter
12506.

Figure 11.  The top note is from a
GPO overprinting plate, the bottom
from a BBS logotype.  Notice how
perfectly formed and crisp the let-
ters are in West Orange from the
GPO plate, whereas they are bled
on the print from the BBS plate.
Also, the serifs are better formed on
the charter numbers on the GPO
print.  The loss of fine details on the
BBS plates was caused by the cast-
ing process used to make them.
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on the GPO overprints than on the BBS overprints that followed.  However, there
are many exceptions where one or both signatures are smaller or the same size as on
the BBS overprints so this criterion is not foolproof.

The letters in the title blocks on the GPO overprints tend to be very crisp
and well formed, particularly the Caslon letters for towns.  In contrast, the fine
details in the Caslon letters on many BBS overprints appear to be bled together.  The
reduced quality of the letters on the BBS logotypes was inherent in the casting
process used to make logotype plates.  The contrasting quality between GPO and
BBS overprints is nicely illustrated by the West Orange pair on Figure 11.

The left charter number on the GPO overprints usually is displaced down-
ward between one-half to one full width of a digit in comparison to BBS and BEP
overprints.  The left charter number appears abnormally low on many.  The Weed
note on Figure 12 exhibits an extreme shift.

The bank names on the GPO plates were laid out in one or two lines when
the 12-point American Very Condensed font was used.  BBS plates always had two-
and three-line bank names.  The arrangement of the words often differs between the
GPO and BBS overprints, even when both employed two lines, such as on the
Passaic pair on Figure 13. Two-line bank names on GPO overprints often became
three-lines on BBS overprints.  The Hartford pair on Figure 14 is a good example.

Figure 12.  Series of 1929 note made
from the quintessential GPO over-
printing plate.  The unusually low
placement of the left charter number
is a definitive characteristic.  The
closely packed 12-point American
Very Condensed lettering in the bank
name combined with 12-point Caslon
town is characteristic of GPO plates,
but not unique to them.

Figure 13.  The arrangements of words
in the bank name vary between the
GPO overprint (top) and BBS overprint
(bottom) on this Passaic pair.
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The BEP type-
setters set long
bank names that
spilled over to a
third line in 8-point
Pastel Series Bold
Condensed.  Pastel
bank names were
mated with 12-
point Caslon towns
as illustrated by the
Norfolk  note on
Figure 15. The
BBS and BEP over-
prints did not use
the 8-point Pastel
font.  This variety is
scarce and highly
prized.

All notes with
towns set in 12-pt
Gothic Bold
Condensed were
made by GPO

unless the bank is listed on Table 1. Gothic fonts were not used on BBS logotypes.
This variety is fairly scarce so when coupled with the BBS variety that succeeded it,
the notes make for an interesting looking pair.

Most of the GPO overprints utilized:  (1) bank names set in 12-pt
American Very Condensed letters with narrow tracking, (2) towns set in 12-pt
Caslon Shaded Bold and (3) states set in 6-pt Pastel Bold.  The lines in the title
block exhibit open leading.  See Figure 17.

Figure 15.  The
overprint on
the top note in
this pair is
from a GPO
plate that
sports the very
scarce 8-point
Pastel Series
Bold
Condensed
font in the
bank name.
This font was
used only on
GPO plates.

Figure 16.  The GPO plate that pro-
duced this overprint utilized the typi-
cal 12-point American Very
Condensed font for the bank, but
highly unusual 12-point Gothic Bold
Condensed font for the town.

Figure 14.  This Hartford pair nicely illus-
trates a two-line bank name from a GPO
plate that was transformed into three lines
on the BBS logotype
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Occasionally this same layout was used on BBS and BEP overprints, so if
there is doubt, carefully work down the 3-step screening procedure on Table 2 to be
certain which manufacturer produced the overprint.

BEP Overprints

The majority of the overprints from post-1929 BEP plates are very different
from those in the 1929 GPO group, as well as being different from the BBS logo-
types.

One attribute the BEP overprints share with the earlier GPO overprints is
that the letters on them are well formed and appear crisp.  However, the left charter
number is not displaced downward as far if at all in comparison to the earlier GPO
overprints.

The signatures on BEP overprints usually are somewhat larger than typical-
ly found on BBS notes, thus giving them a bolder appearance.

The majority of the BEP overprints utilize 12-point Gothic Condensed
bank names mated with 12-point Caslon towns. See Figure 18.

A small number of the BEP overprints have the same 12-point American
Very Condensed bank name with narrow tracking coupled with the same 12-point
Caslon town found on most GPO overprints.  The difference is the normal place-
ment of the charter number on the BEP overprints.

Very unusual 8-point Franklin Gothic Extra Condensed letters were used
for particularly long bank names on the BEP plates for at least two banks.  These
were The Fulton County National Bank and Trust Company of Gloversville, New
York (#3312) and The National Bank of Charleroi and Trust Company, Charleroi,
Pennsylvania (#13585). See Figure 19.

Figure 17.  The layout of this title block has a 12-pt
American Very Condensed bank name with narrow
tracking, and is the most common found on GPO over-
prints.  Notice that the serifs on the charter numbers are
well formed and that the left charter number is a bit
low, both of which are typical of GPO overprints.
There are lookalike BBS overprints, but the serifs on the
charter numbers appear blunted on them.

Figure 18.  The majority of the BEP
overprints utilize 12-point Gothic
Condensed bank names mated with
12-point Caslon towns, as on this
note.  This was the highest charter
number to appear on a BEP plate,
and was made in December 1934.
(Photo courtesy of Heritage
Auctions)
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Some BEP overprints sport towns with the unusual 12-point Gothic Bold
Condensed font that also appeared on some GPO plates.  However, in this group,
they generally are mated with 12-point Gothic Condensed instead of 12-point
American Very Condensed bank names.

Three truly exotic layouts have been found in the BEP group that involved
mixing of 8-point Copperplate Gothic and 12-point Gothic Condensed fonts within
the bank name.   See Figures 21 and 22. These are the only known occurrences in
the Series of 1929 where bank names were set using two different fonts.  The
Reading layout, and a lookalike Eureka, Nevada, which were made respectively in
March and May 1931, were a harbinger of the layouts used on the emergency Series
of 1929 Federal Reserve bank notes of 1933-4.

Figure 19.  The distinctive small 8-
point Franklin Gothic Extra Condensed
font used in the bank name is reported
only from this Charleroi bank and
Gloversville, New York (#3312).  Both
are from BEP overprinting plates.

Figure 20.  Highly unusual layout on a
BEP overprint that featured Gothic
fonts in both the bank name and town.

Figure 21.  The unusual title layout on
this Reading, Pennsylvania, note,
which utilizes two different fonts in the
bank name, is a virtual lookalike for
the Series of 1929 Federal Reserve
bank notes.  It is from a BEP plate, and
is known to occur only on the notes
from this bank and those from Eureka,
Nevada (#11784).

Figure 22.  The unusual 2-font bank
layout on this Flushing note has been
observed only on notes from this bank.
It is from a BEP plate made in
September 1933, following a title
change.  Photo courtesy of Nick
Petrecca.
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One-Line Bank and Two-Line Town Names

Four instances have been observed where the bank name was laid out in a
single line on Series of 1929 notes.  All involved three-word bank names:

National Bank of Gary South Dakota #10846
National Bank of Unionville Missouri #13268
Erwin National Bank Erwin Tennessee #10583
Gary National Bank Gary West Virginia #13505
All four were prepared at the Bureau of Engraving and Printing.  The first

two were GPO overprints; the last two BEP overprints.  Probably there are more of
them.

There are two cases where the town name was continued onto a second
line:  The First National Bank of Cape May Court House, New Jersey (#7945) and
The First National Bank of Washington Court House, Ohio (#13490).  Both were
printed from BBS logotypes.

Figure 23.  One line bank names have
been observed from four banks on
Series of 1929 notes.  This type 1 Gary
is from a GPO plate, the type 2 Erwin
from a BEP plate.

Figure 24.  These are the only two
banks in the country that received notes
with two-line town names.  The over-
printing plates were made by BBS.
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Signatures and Signature Changes

A form was sent by the Comptroller of the Currency to the bankers on
February 23, 1929, with a request that they furnish three samples each of the presi-
dent and cashier signature. (Pole, Feb 23, 1929, p. 2) Boxes were provided on the
form with the admonition that the signatures had to fit inside.  The signatures were
then transmitted to the plate makers where they were photographically reduced to
appropriate dimensions for use on the plates.  The resulting positives or negatives
were used to make the plates.

Usually the same handwriting specimens were provided to both BBS and the
BEP during the period in 1929 when both were making plates for the same bank.
However, the employees at each concern made their own films which resulted in the
differences in sizing.  Similarly, the touch up work on the films and plates varied
between handlers.  Consequently, fine details often look very different when GPO
and BBS signatures are compared, even though both may have been made from iden-
tical samples.  However, in some cases, it is obvious that different signature samples
were used.

Sharing of negatives between the BEP and BBS appears to have been rare.
Figure 25 illustrates a case where the GPO and BBS signatures are identical, which
implies that signature films occasionally may have been shared between Washington
and Chicago.

Changes of bank titles and signatures required preparation of new plates.
The primary incentive, beginning in April 1930, to award successive plate orders to
the same manufacturer for a given bank was the existence of the films on file there.
Viable parts of the old negative could be, and usually were, recycled.  Consequently,
signatures reproduced on successive plates made by the same entity are exactly alike
and the same size.  Often the entire composite negative was recycled with the only
change being the spliced-in new information or signature(s).  In other cases, only the
current signature(s) was recycled to an otherwise entirely new layout.

Figure 25.  The top note is printed
from a GPO plate, the bottom from its
BBS replacement.  The bank signatures
are identical, including size, so it
appears that the negatives for them
were shared between the BEP and
BBS.  Photo courtesy of Lowell
Horwedel.
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Reusable positives allowed BBS to manufacture duplicate plates from the
same positive for the few banks requiring them.  Consequently overprints from the
duplicates are indistinguishable from the originals.  To date, the only recognized
example of a duplicate made from a new positive involves the Republic National
Bank and Trust Company, Dallas, Texas (#12186), shown on Figure 27. That plate,
made in September 1933 with Florence-Nicholson signatures, exhibits a title block
with different tracking than on the original made in January 1931.  Undoubtedly
other examples await discovery.

Figure 26.  Both of these overprints
were made from BEP plates.  Notice
that the cashier’s signature is identical,
having been made from the same nega-
tive.  Everything else has changed so
the only recycled negative was the
cashier’s signature.  (Photos courtesy of
Heritage Auctions)

Figure 27. This Dallas pair represents
the only case recognized to date
where a set of Barnhart Brothers &
Spindler duplicate plates was made
that utilized a different title block lay-
out.  Generally the same positive film
used to make the originals was
employed to make the duplicates.
Notice, however, on this pair that the
bank title and signatures are identical
but the look of the title block is differ-
ent.
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Alvin W. Hall

Alvin Hall, 1888-1969, was both the youngest Director appointed to the
Bureau of Engraving and Printing and by far the longest serving.  He was appoint-

ed in 1924 at the age of 36 by Republican Calvin Coolidge and
retired in 1954.

The conversion to small size currency occurred dur-
ing his watch, beginning just three years after his appoint-

ment.  It was a high stress period characterized by major
retooling.  The documents cited herein reveal that Hall
handled this transition with steady calm and was capa-
ble of making command decisions that held the pace
of the program to schedule as best as possible while
overcoming grinding obstacles.  The start-up diffi-
culties in launching the conversion to small size
Nationals were but one bowling ball that he was
juggling at that moment.  The Bureau also was well
into the rollout of all the other small size notes with
all the details attending their redesign, huge initial
production runs and tight schedules.

Roosevel’s New Deal Emergency Banking
legislation passed March 9, 1933, imposed on the

Bureau the biggest single rush currency printing job in
its history, an event that occurred only three years after

Hall had endured the startup difficulties associated with the
Series of 1929.  Ironically, the emergency Federal Reserve Bank

Notes that were the result also were printed on Series of 1929 stock.
That effort required 24-hour days of Bureau personnel, and they accomplished the
first deliveries within two days of passage of the act.

Hall would also steer the Bureau through the tumultuous World War II
era that saw unprecedented demand for currency and other Bureau products.  The
short fuses surrounding the initial printings of World War II Hawaii and North
Africa notes were similar to those of the 1933 emergency currency issues.

Hall was still serving when small size currency production was converted
from 12- to 18-subject plates beginning in 1950.  That change also required major
retooling.  Virtually unnoticed except by insiders was that he also presided over the
development of non-offset inks during the early 1950s, which materially increased
production rates.

Hall was indeed a man who shepherded the Bureau though repeated peri-
ods of major change.  Everything we can find about the man reveals that he was
ideally suited to pull the jobs off.  His brief biography in a history of the Bureau
reveals that he did not come from a technical background. (BEP, 2004)  Instead he
earned a Bachelor of Law degree from National University in Washington, DC.,
then practiced accounting.  He became an investigator for the U. S. Bureau of
Efficiency in 1920 and in 1922 was assigned to a special committee to study proce-
dures at the Bureau of Engraving and Printing.  His participation on that commit-
tee led to his appointment as head of the Bureau planning unit, a major stepping
stone on his way to becoming Director.

History proves that occasionally the right men are in place when signifi-
cant challenges come at them, and they rise to the occasion and even to greatness.
Hall was one of those special men.

What Is New Here

The big news here is that three different types of plates were used to over-
print the black bank information on Series of 1929 notes.  The manufacturers of
the plates were Barnhart Brothers & Spindler, the Government Printing Office,

Figure 28.  Alvin W. Hall was Director
of the Bureau of Engraving and Printing
from 1924 to 1954.  Hall steered the
Bureau through the difficult start-up of
the production of Series of 1929
national bank notes with remarkable
managerial agility characterized in part
by an ability to make timely and hard
decisions.  (Photo from BEP, 2004)
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and the Bureau of Engraving and Printing.  Regardless of who made them, they
came in sets of six 1-subject plates that were mounted on flatbed presses.

The plates of choice were called logotypes made by BBS.  They were made
out of a hard metal that was particularly durable.

The plan was for BBS to supply all the plates.  However, the company was
overwhelmed by orders at the startup of series in 1929, which caused the BEP to
hastily improvise a workaround that employed interim plates prepared by the
Government Printing Office using forms made in-house within the BEP.  The GPO
plates were stopgap plates used only for the first printing for 20 percent of the banks
in the country.

The BEP made its own plates beginning in 1930 for rush orders and later to
supplement BBS shortfalls caused by the bankruptcy of its corporate parent, the
American Type Founders Company.

Highly significant for collectors is that the overprints can be classified by
plate manufacturer using objective criteria.  Table 2 provided here contains the step-
wise screening procedure that allows for such assignments.
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